NOTES
1. Signs areType II
- Type H Reflective - reference WIS DOT Standard

TYPICAL ASSEMBLIES

Specification for

HIGHWAY and STRUCTURE CONSTRUCTION latest edition.

2. Color:
Background - Black Non-reflective
Message

- see Note 5

3. Message Series - See Note 5
4. Corners shall
material

be square or rounded if base material

is metal

the corners shall

is plywood.

5. The colors and message spacing on each marker shall
J1-1

J1-2

to the applicable route marker panel

J1-3

If base

be rounded.
be according

specifications.

6. Certain marker heads require the component pieces to be the same
color.

As an example, all

marker shall
7. Single panel

the components used with an M1-1

Interstate

be blue.
j-assemblies shall

that are same size.

only be used with route marker shields

If the route marker shields are different size

use multiple piece component.
8.

Route assemblies that have 24 inch route shields and have dimensions
greater than 48 inches (both vertical and horizontal) shall
splice between the arrows and route shields.
on route assemblies with a horizontal

J2-1

The contractor shall

J2-2

J2-3

JV

the joint shall

Vertical

have one horizontal

splices shall

not be used

dimension of 144 inches or less.

not use more than one vertical

joint per sign and

be between route shields.

( Typical Vertical J-Assembly

9. Route assemblies that have 36 inch

See Note 10 and 11 )

shields and have dimensions greater

than 48 inchs (both vertical and horizontal)
One horizontal

splice shall

shields and the other horizontal
and route shields.

Vertical

assemblies with a horizontal

Blue Background
Black

splice shall

splices shall

not use more than one vertical

shall

be between route shields.

Vertical

have two horizontal

splices.

direction and route

be between the arrows

not be used on route

dimension of 144 or less.

shall

10. All

shall

be between the cardinal

The contractor

joint per sign and the joint

J Assemblies are given a Sign Code of JV

11. For JV Assemblies that have a mixture of Interstate and non Interstate
J3-1

J3-2

shields,

J3-3

arrows and cardinals shall

be white on blue.

JH-1

7

7

blue background
with interstate
black
J4-2
J4-1

J4-2

white

blue
black background

w
hi
te

black
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